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ABSTRACT 

 

Section 125 of the Criminal Procedure Code, 1973 deals with the maintenance that a husband has 

to provide his divorced wife under different circumstances. This section has been under constant 

controversy from the landmark case of Mohd. Ahmed Khan v. Shah Bano Begum and Ors2 and the 

then Chief Justice Y.V. Chandrachud held that a woman is entitled to maintenance regardless of 

her religion. 

In Vivek Bhatia v. Anju Bhatia3, a controversy arose when Mr. Vivek Bhatia, husband of Ms. Anju 

Bhatia, filed a plea challenged the section, calling it “discriminatory towards other genders”. He 

stated that if a wife is earning well enough, she should be liable for giving maintenance to her 

husband under similar circumstances under which the husband is liable to do so. In this research 

paper, the researchers will emphasize not only upon the given case but also on the personal laws 

of Hinduism and Islam. The author would further elucidate on the discrimination prevalent in 

these laws.  

The researcher will seek to answer how discrimination leads to victimization of genders and how 

it can be remedied.  

 
1 Kanika Goswamy is an undergraduate law student at University of Petroleum and Energy Studies, Dehradun. She 

can be reached at kanikagoswamy2000@gmail.com. Dr. Gupta is an Assistant Professor at University of Petroleum 

and Energy Studies, Dehradun. Her email address is guptakanchal@gmail.com.  
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INTRODUCTION 

Every person is entitled to some basic amenities to live a life with dignity. Under Indian law, the 

term ‘maintenance’ includes an entitlement to food, clothing and shelter, being typically available 

to the wife, children and parents. It is a measure of social justice and an outcome of the natural 

duty of a man to maintain his wife, children and parents when they are unable to maintain 

themselves.4 The laws in India put a moral, social and statutory duty on a male to fulfill these basic 

needs. 

Maintenance as defined in the Oxford Dictionary refers to-,“financial support provided for a 

person’s living expenses”. The Find law Legal Dictionary defines maintenance as, “the act of 

providing basic and necessary support”.5 

 The amount can be paid either by doing one lump sum payment or by way of monthly allowances. 

The five provisions for maintenance that would be focused upon are the: - 

1. Criminal Procedure Code, 19736. 

2. Hindu Marriage Act, 19557. 

3. Hindu Adoptions and Maintenance Act, 19568. 

4. Protection of Women from the Domestic Violence Act9. 

5. Muslim Women (Protection of Rights on Divorce), 198610 

Section 125 of the Code of Criminal Procedure, 1973 states the law in relation to maintenance of 

wives, children and parents. It grants the right to maintenance to the earlier mentioned persons if 

they fulfil the conditions prescribed from clauses 1 to 5.  

The Supreme Court has also laid down the importance that this section holds. It deals with “socially 

marginalised” sections of the society who have been rendered helpless time and again11. Therefore, 

the goal is to provide social justice enshrined in the Preamble of the Constitution of India.  

 
4 Savitaben Somabhai Bhatiya v. State of Gujarat and Others, AIR 2005 SC1809.  
5 Available at https://dictionary.findlaw.com/definition/maintenance.html. 
6 The Code of Criminal Procedure, 1973. 
7 The Hindu Marriage Act, 1955.  
8 The Hindu Adoptions and Maintenance Act, 1956. 
9 Protection of Women from Domestic Violence Act, 2005. 
10 Muslim Women (Protection of Rights on Divorce) Act, 1986. 
11SanjeevKapoor v. ChandanaKapoor and Ors., AIR 2020 SC 1064, (India). 
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The section places obligation on the husband to provide maintenance for wife who is not able to 

support herself. A woman who is not either able-bodied, suffering from any mental injury or is not 

able to support herself from any source except the allowance12 has the right to receive maintenance 

under this section. Further, the ability to earn depends upon various factors including financial 

independence, education, work experience etc. If all the requirements mentioned are fulfilled, a 

woman with a minor child can seek maintenance as well. In case of a major child seeking 

maintenance, the court held that it depends on the circumstances at hand and not the future 

prospects 

 The Supreme Court tried to define the word “wife” and who is considered lawfully wedded wife 

as this terminology has not been defined in the Code. A woman cannot be a divorcee unless there 

was a marriage in the eye of law preceding that status. The Court stated that this word must be 

understood in light of Explanation (b)13 of the section which states that, “wife” includes a woman 

who has been divorced by, or has obtained a divorce from, her husband and has not been 

remarried14. 

Magistrate of first class possess power to ask the husband to provide for the wife at a monthly rate 

which he feels is right. The said Magistrate also has the power to ask the husband to pay interim 

maintenance while the proceedings are ongoing. Interim maintenance means providing financial 

support until the Court decides the case. This can be done by agreement between both the parties 

or by an order of the Magistrate. 

However, the interim maintenance and maintenance can be cancelled by the Magistrate when the 

wife has been living in adultery or does not wish to continue to live with her spouse a reason which 

Magistrate does not find sufficient. The Bombay High Court elaborated this and stated that a 

woman who gets divorced due to being guilty of adultery be held entitled to any maintenance.15 

The maintenance to be granted to the wife should be 25%16 of the husband’s net income. However, 

this also depends on multitude of factors which include: 

a) the position and status of the parties; 

 
12Vimal v. Sukumar Anna Patel and Ors., 1981, BomLR 37 (BOMHC). 
13YamunabaiAnantraoAdhav v. AnantraoShivramAdhav, AIR 1988 SC 644, (India). 
14Code of Criminal Procedure, 1973, S. 125 (1)(a). 
15SanjivaniRamchandraKondalker v. RamchandraBhimraoKondalkar, MANU/BOMHC/663/2019 
16KalyanDeyChowdhary v. Rita DeyChowdhary Nee Nandy, AIR 2017 SC 383. 
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b) the reasonable wants of the claimant; 

c) if the claimant is living separately; whether the claimant "is justified in doing so; 

d) the value of the claimant's property and any income derived from such property, or from 

the claimant's own earnings or from any other source; 

e) the number of persons entitled to maintenance under this Act.”17 

DISTINCTIONS BASED ON PERSONAL LAWS 

A. HINDU PERSONAL LAW 

The Hindu Marriage Act, 1955 and the Hindu Adoption and Maintenance Act give the position of 

law on providing maintenance to the wife as well as the husband. Section 24 of the HMA, 1956 

states that a wife or a husband unable to support himself or herself during the proceedings 

undertaken under this section is eligible to receive certain specific amount on monthly basis to be 

based upon the income of the economically stronger party. 

The High Court of Bombay stated that before the enactment of this act, a wife could claim 

maintenance by asking for court intervention18 in a matter. The court would give a judgement 

based upon precedents and facts and circumstances of the case. However, after the codification of 

the law, in case of cruelty or violence, a wife is allowed to live separately from her husband and 

still receive maintenance. The grieving party (husband or wife) has the right to receive permanent 

alimony or maintenance under the Hindu Marriage Act, 1955. However, the court also placed an 

obligation that without disrupting the marriage, either party cannot ask for permanent alimony. 

The distortion of the marital relationship is bound to happen because of such claims, therefore, 

expecting the court to award permanent alimony without causing such disruption is not valid. 

 The clause (ii) of the Section further provides concrete ground to providing equal treatment to the 

husband, if fulfils the requirements of Section 125 of Code of Criminal Procedure, 1973 i.e. he is 

not mentally or physically fit and does not have sufficient economic resources to maintain himself 

can ask for maintenance. This comes off is quite gender neutral law in terms of Hindu Personal 

Law governing this sphere. 

 
17 Kulbhushan Kumar v. Raj Kumari&Ors., AIR 1970 SC 234. 
18Manju Kamal Mehra v. Kamal PushkarMehra, AIR 2010 BOM 34. 
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 However, the court had held husband asking for maintenance as an exceptional case19 stating that 

usually a husband is the bread winner and is capable of earning and fulfilling his needs. Now, this 

entire notion places emphasis on the husband being excluded from benefits by virtue of being a 

man. Gender inequality, though implicit, has an undercurrent here. This reinforces the idea of 

patriarchal society where a male member is considered to be bread winner and therein also 

reinforces the idea that women will be dependent on their male counterparts. This takes us far 

away from equality as mentioned in the Article 1420 and pulls us back to a state of rampant sexism.  

Women within this religion have been time and again represented as dependent upon the male 

members as Manu21 states that they have a love for sitting around, love for ornaments and 

jewellery, are mean and treacherous because they know the power by the virtue of their sexual 

reproductive organs has been vested in them and therefore he places the burden of protection of 

women on men. 

Section 25 of the Hindu Marriage Act, 1955 places an obligation on the party either husband or 

wife to pay maintenance which can be gross sum, monthly payment or certain periodical sum 

which is viable and plausible according to the circumstances of the party who is paying such 

amount. If the court finds that there is change in circumstances of the either parties, this order to 

pay maintenance can be modified or rescinded altogether. The permanent alimony sought under 

this section can only be passed if the order for divorce is passed22 and not when their relationship 

is yet to be terminated.  

Section 18(2) of the Hindu Adoption and Maintenance Act, 1956 lays down the following grounds 

for divorce:  

1. Desertion, 

2. Cruelty which includes both mental and physical aspects, 

3. Leprosy,  

4. A male having another living wife, 

5. Lives concubine, 

 
19Nivya V.M v. Shivaprasad N.K., 2017 ILR 3. Ker 67. 
20Constitution of India, A.14 
21Shewli Kumar, The Gendered Terrain of Maintenance for Women: Enmeshed Inequalities in Culture and Law, 4, 

Notion Press Media Private Ltd. (2017). 
22Chand Dhawan v. Jawaharlal Dhawari, (1993) 3 SCC 406. 
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6. Conversion to another religion, 

7. Any other cause which is justiciable.  

However, if the wife converts her religion and also deserts her husband and then demands for a 

separate place to reside at, she won’t be considered eligible for that. The court further elaborated 

that under this section if any application filed is found to be maintainable then an application for 

interim maintenance23 can also be subsequently filed. 

Stridhan and women’s estate are also a huge part of the Hindu Law. They find their reference in 

the Vedas. The Rig Veda saw the mention of the Stridhan by giving gifts including nuptial gifts 

and ornaments and in Smriti six types of stridhan were enumerated and new additions were made 

in modern times. It refers to the property a woman acquires including cash, jewellery and 

ornaments etc., which become a part of stridhan. 

Stridhan as a word does not have an explicit mention in the Hindu Succession Act, 1956 but forms 

an essential part of the Section 14. It states that any property, movable or immovable, acquired by 

a woman during the time of her marriage or even after that, any gift or acquired under a will, by 

way of inheritance etc., constitutes the property of the woman and she has absolute right over it. 

This property in Hindu terminology is called Streedhan/ Stridhan. The husband and his family 

members are deemed to be trustees of such property. 

Stridhan can be claimed even after divorce and forms a part of the maintenance. The Supreme 

Court elaborated this stance by stating that even after judicial separation24, the wife is allowed to 

seek Stridhan from her husband’s custody and if the husband fails to provide the same, it classifies 

as economic abuse under Section 325 of the Protection of Women from Domestic Violence Act, 

2005. The court ruled that the husband does not have any right over this property except in cases 

where there is dire need to exercise certain rights. Other than that, the woman has sole authority 

over this property and can claim it after her divorce.  

The second type of property is a woman’s estate which allowed only limited power to the women. 

The women’s estate did not provide her full right over her property and was divided into stridhana 

 
23Supranote 12 
24Krishna Bhatacharjee v. SarathiChoudhary, (2016) 2 SCC 705. 
25Protection of Women from Domestic Violence Act, 2005, S.3(iv)(a). 
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and non-stridhana. Mitakshara provided that stridhan meant full right over the property.26 

Mitakshara law, a school of Hindu Law, focuses on inheritance from birth and many schools of 

this law were previously not in favour of providing full right over stridhan and put many 

restrictions making it difficult for women to claim ownership. After the reforms of 1956 through 

Hindu Succession Act27, the different restrictions placed on obtaining ownership over stridhan 

were wiped off.  

However, the non-stridhan did not allow full rights to be granted to the woman. This distinction 

was removed after the Section 14 of the Act was introduced which clubbed everything under 

‘stridhan.’ 

B. MUSLIM PERSONAL LAW  

The Muslim Personal Law has been the centre of contradictions with major landmark judgments 

being given for maintenance and passing of The Muslim Women (Protection of Rights on Divorce) 

Act, 1986. Under the Muslim Personal Law, maintenance, Nafaqah, cannot be granted after the 

period of Iddat ends. Iddat refers to a period of a time a Muslim woman observes after she gets 

divorced and during this time she is not supposed to remarry. This period is observed for 

approximately 3 months and is usually to know whether she is pregnant or not. If it turns out she 

is, she has to observe this period till the day her child is born and observe 3 months additionally 

as well. he husband is under obligation to provide his wife maintenance during Iddat, after that he 

is absolved this obligation 

The High Court in 1968 held that when there is a conflict between the interests of the personal 

laws of respective religions and the general law of the land, the general law will rise. This is 

because the will of the legislature is supreme28. However, this was extremely controversial and 

undermined the authority of the personal laws. Section 125 of CrPC did not observe the period of 

Iddat. Also once the iddat period was over, the husband was under no obligation to maintain his 

wife. This defeated the purpose of law by giving her nowhere to turn and making her vulnerable 

to the humiliation of the society. 

 
26 Prakash Chand Jain, Women’s Property Rights Under Traditional Hindu Law and Hindu Succession Act, 1956: 

Some Observations, The Indian Law Institute, (45) 517 (2003). 
27 The Hindu Succession Act, 1956.  
28 Mohamed Hanifa v. Mariam Bi, MANU/TN/0231/1969. 
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A big step was taken when the judgment of Mohd. Ahmed Khan v. Shah Bano29, where the 

Supreme Court stated that the Muslim Law gave privilege to the husband and placed him at a 

higher pedestal than the woman. It allowed the husband to discard his wife as he pleases without 

giving her any support or any alternative. It even allowed him to provide her maintenance as little 

as possible during the period of Iddat and then leave her to fend for herself. The further elaborated 

that the law is not so ruthless that they will allow an aggrieved party to suffer.  

Section 125(1)(a) of Code of Criminal Procedure learly states that a wife who does not have 

sufficient means to support herself or is not physically or mentally fit, she is eligible to get 

maintenance. A divorced woman who has not remarried is also covered in this definition. 

Therefore, by this rule even a Muslim woman who is a divorcee but has not remarried, is eligible 

to receive maintenance. These provisions are clear and precise and the religion practiced by the 

woman does not hold any importance because it gets in way of providing social justice to the 

woman.  

The Muslim Women (Protection of Rights on Divorce) Act, 1986 in its Section 2(a) defines 

“divorced woman” as a Muslim woman who got married according to the Muslim law and after 

being separated from her husband through the Muslim law. This falls under the ambit of the 

definition given by Section 125(1)(a).  

Mahr is considered to be reverse dowry. It is the dowry and gifts to be given to the wife by the 

husband in a contract stipulated between the two parties. The wife is entitled to get Mahr and other 

properties she got during marriage after she divorced. Section 3 of the Act states that she is entitled 

to receive Mahr and other properties after divorce and in its sub clause (a) it states the a woman is 

entitled to receive reasonable and fair amount of maintenance to be provided during the Iddat. In 

its sub clause (b) if a woman turns out to be pregnant during the iddat or already has children to 

look after, maintenance has to be provided for 2 years after the divorce. 

The Statement of Objects & Reasons to the Bill given in Shah Bano’s Case30, the Court elaborated 

that when a marriage breaks apart, a lot of emotional burden comes on to the woman including 

mental and physical burden. She is usually rendered helpless and in this state if even law does not 

 
29AIR 1985 SC 945. 
30 Daniel Latifi and Ors. v. Union of India, AIR 2001 SC 3958.,Mohd. Ahmed Khan v. Shah Bano, AIR 1985 SC 

945. 
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protect her interests, it is unfair and biased. Therefore, protection of her status has to be done to 

save her from humiliation she faces from the society. 

Section 4(1) of the Act helps in better understanding of the court’s judgment as it states that in a 

case where a woman, after the period of Iddat, does not gain financial stability, the Magistrate 

upon consideration of the reasons can order the relatives of the woman who will eventually inherit 

her property after her death, to pay her reasonable amount of maintenance to her keeping in mind 

the standard of life she enjoyed before and to maintain her dignity as a human. However, in a case 

where the relatives themselves do not sufficient means to support her or she does not have any 

such relatives, the Magistrate can order the State Wakf Board under Section 9 of Wakf Act, 1954 

to pay her the maintenance.  

The Supreme Court31 however, questioned the position of this section stating as to why the 

husband cannot be asked to pay her maintenance even after Iddat because it is his responsibility to 

maintain his ex-wife. The Court upheld this act but also stated that a reasonable and fair 

maintenance has to be given to the woman. If after Iddat she is not able to maintain herself, it’s 

the husband who has to provide her with maintenance under section 3(1)(a). he liability of the 

husband is not only confined to the Iddat period but also stretches beyond that under Section 

3(1)(a). They stated that this section has two fold meaning that is “providing reasonable and fair 

provision” and second, “providing maintenance”. Therefore, it is the responsibility of the husband 

to maintain her. But the Magistrate can also use Section 4 for asking the relatives to do the same.  

However, the law is gender biased and places no obligation on the wife to provide maintenance to 

her husband when she is in a better economic position. This allows plaguing of minds as it allows 

men to be seen as super humans who do not require any support. This gives rise to toxic 

masculinity and allows gender bias to be practiced legally. It leaves no room for a male to ask for 

any assistance as the law considers it “out of character”. 

 

 

 
31IqbalBano v. State of U.P. and Ors, AIR 2007 SC 2215. 
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GENDER DISCRIMINATION: A REALITY OF PROVISIONS OF 

MAINTENANCE UNDER INDIAN LAW 

The Cambridge Dictionary32 defines gender discrimination as a situation where someone is treated 

less because of their sex. It has been rampant in India and is even observable in the laws. Prime 

examples are the provisions of maintenance as showcased earlier. Hindu and Muslim Personal 

Law do not provide for a husband to claim maintenance. Even when the Hindu Marriage Act, 1956 

states that a husband is entitled to receive maintenance, the court calls it an “exceptional case”. 

The personal laws for Muslims do not recognise the rights of a husband to receive said maintenance 

at all. 

This shows certain an inherent bias towards the psychology of victimization of the genders. Victim 

is a one who suffers a loss due to an act of the other. There are two types of victims.33 

1. Primary Victims those who had a first-hand experience of the situation. 

2. Secondary Victims those who were indirectly affected by the situation experienced by the 

Primary Victims.  

It is evident from this definition that women are prima facie the primary victims. However, men 

are also the primary victims. Absence of a law protecting interests of divorced men puts their 

livelihood and dignity at a stake. In an attempt to save one gender, the interests of other are 

jeopardized.  

Secondary victims are indeed the family of the primary victims. It is no secret that after divorce a 

woman’s family is subject to public humiliation and mental harassment and she is labelled a wife 

who could not serve her husband well. On the other hand, the husband who tends to be placed at a 

higher pedestal than the wife is also subject to humiliation wherein he is shown pity. In worst case 

scenarios, it is observable how the husband is also humiliated if his wife initiates a divorce. In 

either case, both genders and their families suffer extreme humiliation. 

The leading case is that of Vivek Bhatia v. Anju Bhatia34 where the appellant, Mr.Vivek Bhatia, 

expressed how his wife shows extreme mood swings and has hampered the familial bond in every 

 
32 Available at: https://dictionary.cambridge.org/definition/gender-discrimination.html 
33Priyanka Nair, Crime Victims and Victimology, CPJLJ, (9) 139 (2019). 
34MANU/UC/0419/2017. 
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possible way. The respondent, Mrs.Anju Bhatia, had been accused of verbal and physical abuse, 

mental torture and cruelty not only towards the husband but also towards his parents. He filed for 

a divorce and his claim was rejected. However, the husband has filed for an appeal at the Supreme 

Court of India in 2019 while also questioning as to why the Section 125 of the Code of Criminal 

Procedure, 1973 does not allow the husband to claim maintenance when his ex-wife is educated 

and has sufficient funds to fend for herself. This raises a lot of ethical questions as whether this 

decision will hamper the promotion of idea of financial independency for women, whether 

personal laws will play a role here or whether the application of maintenance will be same for both 

the genders. 

The concerns such gender discrimination raises is the inability of considering both men and women 

as separate entities and not as women being dependent on men. This creates pressure on the male 

member forcing him to be this ideal person who earns well and provides a lavish or at least a decent 

lifestyle to his family. Consequently, ignoring the fact that when law does not provide him right 

to hold his wife accountable and ask for maintenance it automatically places women at lower 

pedestal as she is socially harassed and victimized for the same and provides even a lower status 

to the man. It allows people to continue the practice for ages.  

The important question is whether introduction of the term “husband” in Section 125 of the Code 

of Criminal Procedure, 1973 reduce gender discrimination? The answer unfortunately is no 

because introduction of a law does not guarantee a change in the society. A prime example is the 

section 24 of the Hindu Marriage Act, 1956. As explained earlier, the judiciary itself is not in 

favour of the usage of word “husband” in the section. Another example can be assumption of a 

wife’s innocence in case a divorce petition is filed which is evident from the dismissal of the 

petition filed by Mr Vivek Bhatia35. It is a common assumption that a wife is only capable of being 

suppressed but not suppressing which in turn, as explained earlier, stands in benefit of none, neither 

the wife nor the husband. However, introduction of laws is the first step towards normalization in 

long run.  

 

 

 
35Supranote 26 
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CONCLUSION 

It is easy to conclude that the general law of the land, in this paper the Code of Criminal Procedure, 

1973, reflects patriarchal elements of the Indian society which in turn are not only fatal for women 

but for men as well. The non-inclusivity in these laws hampers the basic reasoning and 

understanding of the society and makes gender norms and stereotypes more concrete than ever. 

The best possible conclusion to the stated problems is introduction of a maintenance law that 

favours both men and women. It is easily observable that the society as a whole is plagued by the 

traditional idea of hierarchy of genders. Therefore, expecting the society to change is something 

farfetched. Introduction of gender neutral maintenance laws will allow: 

1. Judicial shelter to men: It will allow the judiciary to open its door to provide justice to 

all regardless of their gender since men will also have a right to make a claim in the 

court of law.  

2. Decrease victimization of women: Women will be benefitted from this move as it will 

allow the society to view both men and women as equal. The common practice of 

victimizing a woman will decrease since there will be gender neutrality and less room 

to point out and separate the women for the same. 

3. Establishing equality in its true sense: Equality can only be established when both the 

husband and wife have remedy when they are subject to similar situations that is 

divorce and financial instability after that.  

As a concluding statement, positive discrimination has to be encouraged in laws when they pertain 

to situations which are uncommon or less common to a specific gender. However, in situations 

that are likely to be faced by all that is not being mentally or physically fit, experiencing financial 

instability and not having capacity to earn for oneself, a common remedy needs to be provided.  

 

 


